
VISIONThis stylish residence is nestled on a 
large level block in a desirably tranquil 
cul-de-sac location.
The house comes complete with two 
living rooms, a welcoming 
kitchen/dining area, two bathrooms, 
three bedrooms, a study and a 
laundry, and retains the value of 
peaceful living while being 
conveniently close to shops
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To be a department focused on
quality education and research in
Artificial Intelligence & Machine
Learning that prepares early
professionals contributing to serve
the society.

VISION
To provide an academic environment
for the development of professionals in
the field of Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning.
To cultivate research culture resulting
in knowledge and development of the
society. 
To enhance academic collaborations
for better exposure.

MISSION

Mr. Ashish Yadav
Mr.  John Kenny
Ms. Priyanka Bhoir

PREPARED BY,Contents
 Session on Grooming & Dressing.
 Hands-on Postman API.
 Women's  Day Celebration.

1.
2.
3.
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1. Session On Grooming and Dressing
On 16th February 2023, the Women's Development Cell of our institution organized a session

on "Grooming and Dressing" for the female students. The session aimed to empower the girls

by teaching them how to present themselves professionally and effectively in various

settings.

The session began with a brief introduction of the topic and its significance in the present

scenario. The speaker then provided practical tips on grooming and dressing, such as how to

choose appropriate clothing, how to accessorize, and how to do basic makeup. She also

shared information on personal hygiene, body language, etiquette, and social graces.

The session was conducted in an interactive manner, and the participants actively

participated by asking questions and sharing their experiences. The speaker addressed all

the queries and provided personalized advice to the participants.
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2. Hands-on Postman API at UCoE
On 24th February 2023, a session on Postman API was conducted in Computer Centre(E-201)

by The Computer Engineering Student Association. The session aimed to educate the

students on the use of Postman, a popular API development tool used by developers around

the world.

The session began with an introduction to APIs, their importance in software development,

and their various types. The speaker then provided an overview of Postman, its features, and

how it can be used to develop, test, and document APIs. The session covered topics such as

creating and sending API requests, handling responses, and testing APIs.

The session was conducted in an interactive manner, and the participants actively

participated by asking questions and sharing their experiences. The speaker addressed all

the queries and provided hands-on experience to the participants by demonstrating the use

of Postman through practical examples.

The feedback received from the participants was overwhelmingly positive. The students

found the session to be informative, engaging, and helpful in their understanding of APIs and

Postman.

In conclusion, the Postman API session conducted was a huge success. It provided the

participants with practical knowledge on the use of Postman, a popular API development

tool used by developers worldwide. The students gained hands-on experience and were able

to understand the importance of APIs and how to use them effectively. The college deserves

appreciation for organizing such a useful session for the students.
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The Women's Development Cell group celebrated Women's Day with great enthusiasm

and fervor. The event was organized to celebrate the achievements of women and raise

awareness about gender equality..

The participants actively engaged in discussions and shared their experiences, making

the event a huge success. The Women's Development Cell group deserves appreciation

for organizing such a wonderful event to empower and uplift women.

3. Women's Day Celebration
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REACH US

 “Artificial Intelligence will be the defining technology of
our time, just as the steam engine was the defining

technology of the Industrial Revolution." - Andrew Ng


